KA-TAMSS or KA-WCSS
Tamarack or Wood Classic Soapstone

Included in your box will be:
1. Upper and lower soapstone top
2. Safety label
WARNING: Soapstone is heavy, fragile, and scratches easily. Use proper lifting techniques.
Additional Hearth Requirements: Your hearth may require additional thermal protection.
Please review the “Additional Hearth Requirements” sheet included in this kit.
Installation Instructions:
Step 1: If necessary remove the connector pipe from the top of the stove.
Step 2: Carefully set each piece in place on the top of the stove.
Step 3: Replace the connector pipe.
Step 4: IMPORTANT: Peel and affix the included safety label onto the back of the stove.
General Information:
Soapstone is softer than almost any naturally occurring stone. Although soft, soapstone is a
very dense and non-porous material. No liquid can permeate its surface, therefore it will not stain.
One of soapstone’s greatest properties is the ability to effectively store and conduct heat, making it
a perfect material to aid in evenly heating your home.
Care and cleaning:
Because soapstone is soft, it scratches easily. You need to take care when handling or setting anything on the stone surface. If the soapstone does scratch it can buffed out using 220 or 400
grit wet/dry sandpaper. Always use circular motions when sanding.
To clean, use a non-abrasive household cleaner and a soft cloth. Do not use harsh chemicals, wax, or polishing compounds to clean your soapstone.
Surface or hairline fractures can appear in the stone over time. These changes are normal
and will not affect the integrity of the stove. If a stone completely fractures, contact your dealer
for replacement.
1 Year Limited Warranty: Covers the soapstone against breakage due to thermal stress under
normal operating conditions. Does NOT cover scratches, hairline or surface fractures, or anything
in the case of mishandling or abuse.

